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THE WORLD’S FINEST OUTDOOR EXPERIENCE

Listening to the Coastal Source 3-Way Ellipse
Bollard outdoor audio system is like listening to a
high end audio system that costs 5 times as much.”
— Lauren Roberts, Good Sounds Home Theater, Boca Raton, FL

Hear It Once, Love It Forever
You love music but never thought the quality of a
sound system could make much of a difference. We’ve
heard people say that before—before they hear and
experience the Coastal Source 3-Way Ellipse Bollard/
CAS outdoor audio system. To hear it once is to love
it forever.

Once you’ve heard it, you can’t
do without it. Yes, it’s that good!
Perfect for All Listeners
Do you listen to music at low and moderate volumes
but still want your music to sound crystal clear, full, and
enjoyable? When you have a party, do you want your
music to be able to cleanly transition from background
to foreground, becoming the life of the party? This
system is it. You are going to love owning an audio
system that delivers distortion-free, balanced sound
with all types of music at all volume levels.

No other system can handle all your
needs so easily and enjoyably.

2-WAY ELLIPSE BOLLARD

Optimized for the
Outdoor Environment

patio, pool deck, or terrace, they make
an attractive addition to your outdoor
living areas.

Our sound system capitalizes on
the acoustic advantages of outdoor
environments that are not impacted by
the unwanted reflections and distortions
of sound caused by interior walls.
But can a system that produces such
beautiful sound last outdoors? In this
case, yes, because ours is not an indoor
speaker design adapted for outdoor use.
Inside and out, the parts and engineering
are built for outdoors only. So you enjoy
stunning performance plus reliability
and longevity!

Is It Easy to Operate?

What Does It Look Like?
The patented Ellipse Bollard speakers
are big on performance. Their sleek
design not only delivers the finest sound
quality, it allows them to blend in with
their surroundings. Either partially
buried in a landscape for a low profile
minimalistic look or free-standing on a

If you can play music from your mobile
device or current indoor sound system,
you can operate the Coastal Source
system the same way. Nothing new
to learn!

What Does It Take?
If you have a standard 120-volt outlet
outside, your certified Coastal Source
dealer can install a full high-performance
Coastal Source outdoor audio system
quickly and efficiently without drilling
any holes into your home for wiring or
to connect to your indoor system. Many
choices are available for wireless music
streaming from your mobile devices,
such as Sonos, Airplay, Bluetooth, and
others.
On the other hand, if you want the

system to be fully integrated and
fed music from your indoor
multiroom/multisource system,
Coastal Source systems are fully
compatible with most indoor sound
systems on the market. Just be
prepared. The superior quality of your
outdoor system is going to make your
indoor system sound, well, not so nice!

How Long Will Our
System Last Outdoors?
Coastal Source performance is backed
by durability and reliability. All our
systems are designed, engineered, and
built tough enough to fend off corrosion,
ultraviolet and thermal damage for years
and years.

Request a complimentary
demonstration.You’ll be enjoying
your music and outdoor
environment more than ever!

Sonos is a registered trademark of Sonos, Inc. Airplay is a registered trademark of Apple, Inc.
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